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the great thing about crystal reports is that it can be part of the solution for many problems. you can
build reports that are data-driven to help analyze a situation or to make decisions. you can create
reports that are customized to meet your business needs and create the reports that will help you

get better results. the reports can be distributed to anyone and used to help improve the
organization. crystal reports also offers the ability to make the report mobile. you can provide the
information through the application or through a live report, so that end-users can view the report

from any device. * sap crystal reports 2016, (32-bit) install and run: this desktop on- premise product
is sold on an install and run basis; one unique license is required for each computer (including

concurrently) that is to be installed and run. that individual as the install and run license holder may
install and run the software to any number of computers (including concurrently), any number of

times for their exclusive use with a valid, non-expiring license code; an install and run license cannot
be shared with another individual. sap crystal reports can be accessed through citrix terminal

servers or microsoft remote desk, but the number of named user licenses purchased must equal the
number of individuals that have access to the software. client applications that are accessed via

terminal servers are considered server applications for the purposes of determining redistribution
right. each individual user using sap crystal reports client thru citrix will require a named copy of sap
crystal reports. if a customer buys sap crystal server they will need the equal amount of named user

licenses.
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* sap crystal reports 2012 runtime engine and sap crystal
reports 2012 runtime engine for openedge ase - sap crystal

reports 2012 for openedge ase provides the same rich
functionality that is found in the full version of crystal reports.
the open source version is a version that is free to download

and use. the open source version can be downloaded and
compiled to a native executable or as a standalone

executable. * sap crystal reports 2012 runtime engine for z/os -
sap crystal reports 2012 for z/os provides the same rich

functionality that is found in the full version of crystal reports.
the z/os version is a version that is free to download and use.

the z/os version is the native version of crystal reports for z/os.
* sap crystal reports 2011 runtime engine and sap crystal

reports 2011 runtime engine for openedge ase - sap crystal
reports 2011 for openedge ase provides the same rich

functionality that is found in the full version of crystal reports.
the open source version is a version that is free to download

and use. the open source version can be downloaded and
compiled to a native executable or as a standalone

executable. * sap crystal reports 2011 runtime engine for z/os -
sap crystal reports 2011 for z/os provides the same rich

functionality that is found in the full version of crystal reports.
the z/os version is a version that is free to download and use.

the z/os version is the native version of crystal reports for z/os.
we are committed to providing complete solutions to meet the

needs of our customers. the broad scope of our products
include data-centric applications, data integration platforms,
and web applications. our product portfolios include tools to
analyze and extract data from various databases; tools to
control and enhance the workflow process; and tools to
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generate reports, web sites, and other applications.
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